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Serving Our
Neighbors

Where They Live

Home Visit Workshop

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Welcome to St. Vincent de Paul Indianapolis Council—also called SVdP Indy.  We are grateful for the opportunity to do the work we do in our local communities—work that is only possible thanks to our dedicated employees and volunteers. We hope this training will give you a better understanding of our mission, our programs and home visits 
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Welcome
Objectives for today:

• Explore the “why” of the Home Visit, especially 
after this period of reduced home visits due to 
COVID

• Share information that can help make our 
home visits more rewarding, enjoyable and 
effective

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Logistics (Restrooms, Silence phones, Break halfway through, HoldQuestions/Use Post-it notes)Handouts: things you’ll need during the workshop and a few extra itemsthat we want you to review when you get home (e.g., Home Visit Guide, etc).10 min
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Prayer
Father, we ask you to provide what we need to do the 
work you have given us. Fill our hearts with your love. 
Help us to listen with compassion and to speak with 
kindness and confidence.
We pray for the grace to let go of preconceived 
judgments so that we can be true peacemakers. Stir in 
us the fire of your love and guide us with discernment. 
Fill our hearts with wisdom, generosity and kindness. 
Inspire us with joy and patience.
Be at work in us so that we bring good news to the 
downcast, healing to the broken-hearted, hope to the 
destitute, and love and compassion to all who are 
suffering. 
We ask this in Jesus’ name.   Amen.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
HANDOUT1 min
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Home Visit
Background

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Home visits have been with us from the beginning of the Society more than 180years ago.  This section provides background on Home VisitsBlessed Frederic said: “The science of charity reform is not transmitted throughbooks…as much as by climbing stairs to visit the home of the poor, kneeling at hisbed, suffering from the same cold as he does, and discovering the secret grief-strickenheart in the course of friendly conversation.”What do you see in this icon? (And on cover of handouts)1. In the doorway we see Frederic, dressed in his academic robes, making a homevisit. Frederic would not have worn his robes to a home visit, but the iconcaptures the truth that he was a teacher and a mentor.2. Inside the dark, dirt floor home we see:4
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Origin of the Home Visit

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Blessed Frederic said: “The science of charity reform is not transmitted throughbooks…as much as by climbing stairs to visit the home of the poor, kneeling at hisbed, suffering from the same cold as he does, and discovering the secret griefstrickenheart in the course of friendly conversation.”What do you see in this icon? (And on cover of handouts)1. In the doorway we see Frederic, dressed in his academic robes, making a homevisit. Frederic would not have worn his robes to a home visit, but the iconcaptures the truth that he was a teacher and a mentor.2. Inside the dark, dirt floor home we see:A mother, holding a baby, who offers her hand in welcometo Frederic and he gently grasps her hand in compassion. A small little girl hugging Frederic in friendship, because sherecognizes and trusts him. Frederic has been there many times before. A grandmother, holding her cane in one hand, and reachingout in gratitude. A small stove with an unlit candle sitting on it, indicatingthat there is no fire in the stove. The grandmother and the mother areboth wearing shawls telling us that their home is very cold.3. We see that Frederic brings two students with him: One holding a book and a tablet. He has come to tutor theshy and cautious young boy that he sees standing behind his mother. The other student is carrying a basket of bread and food togive to the family. We see him looking out, seeing so many other familieswho are hungry and suffering. He is wishing he had more to give.4. Looking deeper into the center background of the icon, we see: Sr. Rosalie Rendu in the white coronet of the Daughters ofCharity. As she mentored Frederic, he is now mentoring others to love andserve with a Vincentian heart. Behind Rosalie, we can see the top hat of Emmanuel Bailly,who also guided and mentored Frederic and the founding members.Home Visits remain the heart of the Society and the single most importantthing we do as Vincentians.This is just one of many aspects of the Society that sets us apart fromsocial services.6 min
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Home Visits – Conversion of Heart

Frederic Ozanam’s Reasons for Home Visits

Home visits are:
• Personal
• Intimate
• Comfortable for the neighbor; revealing to the Vincentian
• Transformative

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Frédéric Ozanam shared his reasons for doing home visits:• We visit not as social workers, but as brothers and sisters, as neighbors, as friends,and as representatives of Christ’s love.• By allowing us into their home our neighbors reveal things about themselves. Theyare literally “letting us in”. Neatness may indicate self-dignity, ordered thinking;clutter just the opposite. Interests may be revealed via books, magazines, keepsakes,photos, etc. Then there are the obvious things like absence of furniture or toysindicating children along with more subtle things like room temperature and odors.• Neighbors are more at ease in their own familiar surrounding; more willing to share.• This level of this type of visit can often leave Vincentians feeling transformed,touched by God’s grace.From my past experience, I can attest that an in-person sales call always paid greaterdividends than a sales phone call.• Takes more effort, expense and preparation, which makes the customer feel valued.• And this creates a reciprocal obligation on their part, beginning or building arelationship.You’ll hear us emphasize relationship with those we serve many times this evening.Our motto should be “Any excuse for a home visit”.2 min
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What is the Purpose of a Home Visit?

What we bring:
•  Presence & Compassion
•  Information & Self-Help
•  A Little Material Help

All of this provides Hope.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1. We should never put the material help before our caring and compassion. Our firstpriority is to convey God’s love and mercy. The most effective way to convey thelove of God is to take the time to really visit. Our acceptance and encouragementare often far more meaningful to those visited than any material help we mayprovide. Our main goal is not to dispense material help but rather to convey thelove of God to a person beset by difficulties. Simply having someone listen to theirstory without judging or criticizing is often a huge help to those in need.2. We have knowledge and experience gained from past cases and research to sharein the form of suggestions and referrals. We can help them lay out a path or atminimum some steps that will allow them to take more control over their situation.We may then provide some supplemental material help. Conferences generallyhave greater flexibility in how they deploy resources.3. Would you make a home visit if you could offer no financial assistance? Someconferences are not always or ever in the position to do this but they still makevisits for the other reasons above.4. Conversely, the material help may not be so “little” as we endeavor to do more interms of “systemic change” in addressing our neighbors’ underlying needs.Are we addressing immediate needs only or are we helping neighbors takesteps toward systemic change? We are probably meeting immediateneeds in almost all interactions and sometimes nothing more is needed.In those cases much of what follows may be simplified. But, hopefully, arebecoming better at identifying opportunities for and helping neighborswith systemic change. In any case, we should be offering them HOPE.2 min
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Why Not in the Office?
Wouldn’t it be easier and more efficient to 

ask those in need to come to us?
Easier for us . . . Not easier for them

Not as effective
Quality, not quantity!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We don’t want to add to their burdens. If they came to us on our schedule,they might have to miss some work; have to arrange childcare, findtransportation, etc.We do want to maintain their dignity and put them at ease. They are the host,you are the guest in their comfortable environment. You are not behind a desk,being “in charge”. Instead, they have the “home court advantage”, allowingthem to feel more on an equal footing. A person who acts “entitled” in theoffice will more likely open up and share their challenges and their hopes forthe future when you are sitting in their living room.Better understand the real situation. You will notice needs that they didn’t tellyou. They can be more relaxed and will be able to share more with you. Itgives us insight to the problems the family is encountering.Better see the face of Christ. More time with the family to hear their story and“be a friend”. Better opportunity to pray with those in need.That said, there are certain situations when a Home Visit is not possible oradvisable. Examples include homelessness, criminal activity or other healthand safety concerns. “Nevertheless, Vincentians should never excusethemselves lightly or regularly from the tradition of home visitation. Even whenassistance is given in an emergency, Vincentians should follow-up with a homevisit. (Manual, p.23)The next best alternative would be some other type of In-Person visit. Keep inmind, though the need for privacy and confidentiality.2 minVIDEO https://vimeo.com/showcase/8619851
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For I was hungry and you gave me food, 
I was thirsty and you gave me drink, a 
stranger and you welcomed me, naked 
and you clothed me, ill and you cared 
for me, in prison and you visited me.”

~ Matthew 25:35-36~

The Role of the Vincentian

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The people who make up the conferences are called Vincentians. Vincentians strive to grow spiritually as they act in the image of Jesus, do God's will, and devote themselves to the service of others and those in need. Vincentians are committed to bringing the most aid and comfort to neighbors in need. They work to bring values—like those in the Gospel of Matthew—to life.
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Our Timeless Home Visit
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Preparing for
the Home Visit

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Home visits have been with us from the beginning of the Society more than 180years ago.  This section provides information to prepare for Home VisitsBlessed Frederic said: “The science of charity reform is not transmitted throughbooks…as much as by climbing stairs to visit the home of the poor, kneeling at hisbed, suffering from the same cold as he does, and discovering the secret grief-strickenheart in the course of friendly conversation.”What do you see in this icon? (And on cover of handouts)1. In the doorway we see Frederic, dressed in his academic robes, making a homevisit. Frederic would not have worn his robes to a home visit, but the iconcaptures the truth that he was a teacher and a mentor.2. Inside the dark, dirt floor home we see:4
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Home Visit Guidelines
•  If You’re On A Witch Hunt, Stay Home.
•  If You’re An Expert On Life, Stay Home.
•  If You Cannot Smile And Be Pleasant, Stay Home.
•  Who Owns The Groceries? Let Go!
•  We Are Responsible For Our Effort, 

  Not For Success.
•  Your Decision Is The Right One

Mike Syslo – SVdP National

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If You’re On A Witch Hunt, Stay Home.• If you believe the people you are going to visit are on the take or aregoing to give you a phony story, then you’ve prejudged and shouldn’t bethere• Go in with an open mind and heart• Give them the benefit of the doubtIf You’re An Expert On Life, Stay Home.• Don’t identify the solution before the problem is defined• Vincentians are listenersIf You Cannot Smile And Be Pleasant, Stay Home.• We represent Christ to those we serve• Smiling and being pleasant lifts the spirits of the neighbors we visitWho Owns The Groceries?• Jesus loves us unconditionally and doesn’t attach any strings to the giftshe gives us• Yes, we are to act as good stewards of the support received from our�parishes but, once the decision is made to help and assistance is �provided, Let it go!• When we give material gifts such as furniture, it’s no longerours, it’s theirsWe Are Responsible For Our Effort, Not For Success.• We want to demonstrate to those we visit that Christ cares somuch he sent us to assist• Sometimes the families we visit for the first time don’t seem toaccept our observations and suggestions, at least at first• The impact of your visit may not come to fruition until muchlaterYour Decision Is The Right One.• The visiting team is the only one present to hear the story, askquestions and understand the circumstances• Trust your decision-making ability• No other conference member has the right to criticize,especially if your conference guidelines are followed4 min
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Getting Ready for the 
Home Visit

Before a Home Visit:
•  Review notes, history and other info
•  Take resources, e.g., food box, vouchers, 

“leave-behinds”
•  Pray with your partner

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Things to do before the Home Visit (not during it) so that your time with theneighbor can be less transactional, rather more about relationship.• Review any prior history the conference may have with this neighbor.• Start (or update) the Client Profile as completely as possible based oninformation gathered over the phone, starting with your outgoing voicemailmessage requesting the basics like the neighbor’s address, phonenumber and a brief description of their need.• Visitor Team discusses the current need(s) and some possible referrals orother recommendations.• Prepare any resources the conference may offer such as bags offood, SVDP store vouchers.• Bring copies of any applications to be completed (such as CAF,Plumb Line) with as much info as possible already entered.• Research other organizations to which referrals might be made andbring contact info (phone, website).• Pray with your partner for the Holy Spirit’s guidance.2 minNote: There is a Prayer sheet in the handout deck that includeshome visitor prayers for before and after the home visit
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The Home Visit Team

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
• Selection of Lead and Second Home Visitor and role of each• “This photo illustrates well the roles of the Lead and SecondHome Visitors. Can you tell me which is which and why?”
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The Home Visit Team

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
• Selection of Lead and Second Home Visitor and role of each• “This photo illustrates well the roles of the Lead and SecondHome Visitors. Can you tell me which is which and why?”Click to next slide when the correct roles are identified…
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“Friends” “Equals” 
“Connectors”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Home visitors as “connectors” or “consultants” not “advisors”• Relationship: “equals” or “friends” not “business partners”1 min
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Home Visit Skills

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Home visits have been with us from the beginning of the Society more than 180years ago.  This section provides information on skills
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“Transaction” or “Visit”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“Transaction” vs. “Visit” – What’s the difference?• Number vs. Person• Self-interest vs. interest in other’s well-being• Specific outcome vs. step in a process• Efficient vs. efficacious (effective, successful, worthwhile)So, don’t lead with your clipboard!2 min
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Communication Tips
•  Let neighbor make “Opening Statement”.
•  Start with open-ended questions.
•  Listen more than you talk – active listening.
•  Confirm what you heard / Mirror their words
•  Continue with clarifying questions.
•  Suggestions, not orders.
•  Be compassionate and empathetic.
•  Find something they have done well.
•  When visiting non-native English speakers: speak
    slowly – but not loudly.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This should be a conversation, not an interrogation.• Let the neighbor make an “opening statement”. This will give you insight into whatthey feel is most important and may provide answers to questions you would havenever thought to ask. It will also communicate to them that you consider what theysay to be important. While it may be difficult, you should resist the urge to interjectduring this sharing by the neighbor.• Then throughout the visit be prepared to listen more than you speak. Just listeningand being understanding is a huge gift – often bigger than the material assistanceyou may provide.• Yes / No questions tend to limit neighbor’s inclination to share, so use open-endedquestions like, “Tell me a little about what’s going on.” This puts them in controland therefore at ease. It allows them to tell their story in their words. “Mirror”their words back to them, showing them you are interested, thus encouraging themto continue.• Follow up with clarifying questions as needed. This is where you gather the specificinformation needed to understand their needs, their resources, and any plans theymay have.• Do not make on-the-spot judgements nor give the appearance of being judgmental.• In providing feedback, give suggestions, not orders. Do not assume a position ofsuperiority.• Help them to feel better about themselves by commenting on something positivethey have done or strengths they possess. This will help renew their determinationTo keep working at it2 min
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Two Approaches
to Working with Our Neighbors

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at two approaches we can take in responding to ourneighbors’ calls for help. One focuses on the immediate need andthe other on longer term viability. One perpetuates dependency,while the other promotes dignity and self-image.• Even though our intentions are good, some approaches to helpingare more effective and more empowering than others. Anotherthing to consider is that we do not want our short term help to dolong term harm by encouraging dependence on others. It is almostalways easier for us to just take care of the existing need but that$200 Duke payment now may end up doing more harm in the longrun with these neighbors coming back to us for the same help overand over again. Instead we can have an empowering effect on thosewe serve by helping them to recognize their own abilities, strengthsand resources and encouraging them to take ownership of theircurrent and future life.• The two approaches we’re going contrast are the “fix-it” approachexemplified by a mechanic and the “motivational” approach, �exemplified by a gardener1 min
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Two Approaches
to Working with Our Neighbors

 Attitude: Empathy
 Focus: Emphasize the neighbor’s strengths
 Vincentian encourages the neighbor to 

define and solve the problem
 Vincentian explores with the neighbor
 Vincentian uses adult voice
 Vincentian builds resources with the 

neighbor
 Collaboration
 Assumes neighbor knows the problems 

exist but simply lacks the motivation to 
change

 Vincentian believes the neighbor can and 
will internalize and own need to change

 Vincentian metaphor: Gardener

 Attitude: Sympathy
 Focus: On the neighbor’s problems
 Vincentian takes the initiative to 

define and solve the problems
 Vincentian explains to the neighbor
 Vincentian uses parent voice
 Vincentian brings resources to the 

neighbor
 Confrontation
 Assumes neighbor doesn’t 

understand the problems
 or the need to make changes
 Vincentian assumes the neighbor 

needs advice and direct persuasion
 Vincentian metaphor: Mechanic

“Fix It” Approach “Motivational” Approach

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
NOTE: THIS IS IN THE HANDOUT DECK – Two trainers go back and forthThink of a time in your life when you felt inspired by someone youpersonally encountered…what was it about that person?Did they solve your problems for you or did they light a fire within youthat motivated you to own and solve your problems yourself? (PAUSE)Review bullets.• We fix broken pipes, we don't fix people. When we set about fixinganother person, it's because we see them as broken.• The way we help reflects the way we see life. Do we see life as weakand broken, or do we see it as whole?• Fixing is a form of judgment that separates us from one another; itcreates a distance. To the greatest extent possible, help should be arelationship between equals.• The most common argument I hear for the Fix-It approach is that thereare children involved. It’s fine to pay the current bill; SVDP helps withemergency needs. The Fix-It approach stops there but don’t you stop.• When we serve in this way, we understand that this person's sufferingis also my suffering, that their joy is also my joy.Now, recall that time in your life where you were inspired or empoweredby someone. Which approach more closely resembles some of thequalities in that person?4 min
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Conference-specific Guidelines 
Empower Home Visitors
•  Who we can help
•  How often we can help
•  The type of help we can offer
•  How much we are able to help at one time ($)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We need empower our home visitors to use their discretion to makeappropriate decisions that meet Conference-specific guidelines.Does your Conference have guidelines such as these?We need to revisit these frequently based on current level of resourcesavailable to the Conference:• Money• People• DemandGuidelines are just that – guidelines. Make sure to create a process forapproval of exceptional assistance.“No work of charity is foreign to the Society”2 min
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Praying with Our Neighbors

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s talk now praying with our neighbors.How many of you invite your neighbors to pray at the end of your homevisits?1 min
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SVdP Spirituality:
A Tradition of Prayer
“As for your conduct toward the poor, may you 
never take the attitude of merely getting the task 
done. You must show them affection, serving 
them from the heart…
Above all, you must have great care for their 
salvation, never leaving without having uttered 
some good word.”
                 -St. Louise de Marillac

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here we have a great quote from St. Louise de Marillac (worked with St.Vincent and co-founded the Daughters of Charity).Note:• Never about merely getting the task done• Show affection• Have great care for their salvation• At least utter some good word (i.e., pray)1 min
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Offering – Not Pushing - 
Prayer
Ask “Have you prayed about this? Would you like to 
pray with us now?”

“We often say a prayer at the end of a visit, but it’s 
completely up to you. Would you be comfortable if 
we prayed together now?”

“It sounds like you have many challenges right now 
with the illness and your job search. That’s a lot 
weighing on you. Would it help if we took a minute to 
pray together before we leave?”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are some examples of how one could phrase an invitation to prayer.1. Paraphrase slide2. Here’s another: “Another way we’d like to offer assistance is to prayfor you. Would you like to join us in a prayer now?”3. Other examples that you use?4. And then offer:“Would you like to lead the prayer, or would you like meto?”Note: Be prepared to get “no thanks” as an answer and let the neighborknow that’s perfectly ok.1 min11/9/2019
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Options for Leading Prayer
It’s okay to read a prayer
• Traditional prayer
• Prayer card

It’s okay to be spontaneous
• Authenticity, not eloquence
• Personalized

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We always have two options when praying with our neighbors.1. Use a pre-written prayer, either one that’s memorized or take aprayer card with you and read it.2. The other option is to pray extemporaneously. This is what I findmany Catholics are uncomfortable with, because we’re not used toit.One thing that’s important to recognize is that the value of prayer is notso much in the eloquence, but in the authenticity of it. If we pray fromthe heart, even if we stutter, use simple words, or say nothing profound,those hearing us will feel the power of the prayer. This is particularlytrue when we personalize the prayer, mentioning the neighbor’s nameand circumstances.�I’m going to walk through a simple process for how you can learn to prayon the spot. This is from the “Praying on Home Visits” Workshop. Someof you may have already be familiar with that.
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“A Recipe for Prayer”
1. Set a prayerful tone.

- Posture
- Moment of quiet
- Address God

2. Give thanks.
- For life
- For blessings the 
neighbors have
- For blessings the 
neighbors are

3.  Ask God for what is 
needed.
- Relate requests to 
what the neighbor has 
shared during the visit
- Invite prayer from the 
neighbor

4.  Conclude the prayer.
- Use short concluding 
phrase
- Amen

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’m going to quickly share this 4-Step approach to extemporaneousprayer that might help you increase your comfort level and confidence inpraying this way.“Recipe for Prayer” is in handout packetLet’s get into pairs and try this out.Talk to each other about something that you’d like prayer for.Each of you pray for each other using this formula.How did you feel doing this? Do you think that this will be helpful foryou?8 min
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The Home Visit 
Itself

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Home visits have been with us from the beginning of the Society more than 180years ago.  This section provides information on skills
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What is the Flow of a 
Home Visit?
•  Introduce yourselves; explain you are here to help
•  Let neighbor talk first
•  Listen for needs (expressed and underlying)
•  Create atmosphere of self help
•  Inquire about what actions have already been taken
•  Work with neighbor to prioritize needs
•  Jointly develop action plan
•  Set up a definite time for follow-up
•  Prayer

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First we’ll go through the flow of the visit start to finish. Then on the nextslide we’ll dig deeper into some of the planning process. RESOURCES HANDOUT�• Introduce yourselves as members of the Society of St. Vincent de Paul. Be relaxedand friendly. Also be courteous and respectful, as a guest should be. Thank themfor letting you come into their home.• In a way that is comfortable for you, let them know that you care about theirwellbeing and are present to them as a reflection of God’s love for them. Oneway to do that is to simply ask them directly how they are feeling. May want topreface the question with something the communicated in their phone contact.• Listen for needs. Often the person can only focus on the most urgent need, evenif it is not the most crucial one. Ask what steps they have already taken toaddress this need, giving positive feedback and encouragement whenappropriate.• Be observant of the family and the home in order to recognize other possibleneeds. Ask whether or not these needs exist and help them to prioritize needsand see the total picture. (This is where a budget review often helps.)• Be prepared to suggest other organizations that may be able to help. It isrecommended that your conference use a Referral Sheet emphasizing a limitednumber of “local” resources (SHOW EXAMPLE) but don’t just leave it with them.Rather point out the most relevant sources of help, so that they neighbor isn’toverwhelmed with that much more “work” to do.• With the total picture in mind and maybe also on paper, including both needs andresources, assist the neighbor with developing a plan.• Assistance is according to your Conference’s guidelines. Havingguidelines allows visitors to make decisions within established limitson-the-spot. Many conferences have limits on assistance andmembers MUST respect those limits, although I don’t know of a singleconference that does not also have a process for making exceptions tothe guidelines. However, do not say anything which may bemisinterpreted by the neighbor as a promise of help beyond theTeam’s authorized limit.• Be sure you tell them what happens next and then follow throughwhen you say you will. Similarly, together you may agree on nextsteps for them. Get their commitment to follow-up by a certain date /time.• Ask if they would like to say a short prayer together, or would theyprefer that we pray for them at our Conference meeting.National Ozanam Orientation 20164 min
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Collaboration and Planning
•  Where are you now / What have you done so far
•  How you got to this situation
•  What factors do you feel were under or out of your 

control?
•  What has and hasn’t worked?
•  What would you like to be different, less frustrating 

about this situation?
•  Looking forward: where would you like to be / what are 

your goals and dreams
•  Choices available to you and their consequences
•  Decisions / Action plan
•  Necessary resources

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
After you’ve actively listened to the neighbor to verbalize their thoughts comes thetime for constructive dialog. These are key discussion points for that conversation.(Add necessary detail/examples to illustrate each.) Where are you now? / What have you done so far? This is probably bestapproached as a summary and organization of input already provided. How you got to this situation We are trying to get to root causes. Remember thatthis is a review with judgement but without being judgmental. What factors do you feel were under your control or out of your control?Might a job loss, car breakdown or even an illness have been under theircontrol? We all have some modicum of control most things but don’t get toopreachy. Accept where they are but help them learn from they impact of pastdecisions / choices made. What has and hasn’t worked? Can you offer alternatives? You do haveexperience gained from serving other neighbors. Can you learn from them forthe benefit of future neighbors? What would you like to be different, less frustrating about thissituation? Empathy and supportive, encouraging comments. Looking forward: where would you like to be / what are your goalsand dreams? Accept their goals and dreams “as-is”. They are goingto be much more committed to pursuing their own dream than theirdream as “improved” by you! Choices available to you and their consequences. When people makebad decisions, it’s usually because they did not consider theconsequences. However, not all consequences are bad; some aregood or at least acceptable / manageable. They may want toconsider contingency plans for choices that don’t work for the best. Decisions This is your Action Plan. It is highly recommended that itbe written down (preferably by the neighbor) and a copy kept by bothparties, neighbor and home visit team. Required Resources Inform the neighbor about other sources forspecific help and provide a phone number or web link but let themexplore those resources on their own. They are responsible for theirown success or failure. Follow-up Ideally, both parties will have follow-up assignments.3 min
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“Leave-behinds”
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Practice – Home Visit 
Role Play (Optional)

“The Jones family”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
HANDOUTSpend enough time to adequately explain the expectations of the role play and theprocess.Using the skills we’ve talked about today, let’s role play the Jones Family Home Visit.Each group will have four members:1. Ms. Jones2. Lead Home Visitor3. Second Home Visitor4. CoachSkills:• Praying before the visit Incorporating the flow of a Home VisitSeeing Christ in the face of the Jones family Using judgment but not being judgmental Being observant of the surroundings Asking what the Jones have done to help the situation already Helping to prioritize and make a plan Discussing available resources Using a motivational approach Setting up a plan for follow-up Praying with neighbor20 min
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Follow-up
• Contacting the neighbor after visit

• Completing what was promised

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
How many of you regularly follow up with the neighbors you havevisited?For those who don’t, the reasons we hear most often are:1. “We don’t have the time.” This can be a legitimate statement BUT• If your Home Visit Team made any commitments, they areobliged to follow up.• If you truly don’t have enough people to do this, recruit for it.This could be a very important role in the conference, as I’llshow below.2. “We’re not social workers.”• Indeed we are not but we may be encouraging and supportivepartners in a neighbor-directed action plan.• Part of that plan may involve an organization that does offerSocial or Case Worker support.3. “We’re afraid they’ll see it as an invitation to ask for more help.”As part of the visit, the Home Visit Team should havecommunicated that assistance from their conference is limited,which the follow up caller can reiterate with the neighbor. But,in some cases, the neighbor may be eligible to receiveadditional assistance, so the follow up caller should just passthe request along.• The Visiting Team should tell the neighbor that anotherconference member will call them in “X” days, as an extensionof the visit, just to see how they are doing and ask how helpfultheir interaction with the Visiting Team was. (If there areremaining issues related to the original need, the follow upperson can relay them to the Visiting Team. If there are newneeds, a new case may be opened.) In any case the goals ofthis call are:• To continue to reveal God’s loving care to the neighbor.• To improve future visits by accepting both positive andnegative reactions from the neighbors visited.• You may get a success story you can share with yourparish to encourage continued financial support and forrecruiting new members.2 min
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Ongoing Formation 
• Ozanam Orientation

• Serving in Hope – Module 7

• Spirituality of the Home Visit – Journal

• Vincentian Pathway

• Poverty Simulation 
(Systemic Change)
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Reflecting on Home Visits
• What did you find interesting, inspiring, challenging?
• What touched your heart?
• How did you feel about the neighbor?
• Where did you find God?
• Where did you see the face of Christ?
• In what ways did the visit reveal the Vincentian 

Virtues?
• What would you do differently if you could?
• What insights will you take to the next home visit?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
HANDOUTIf we are open to it, we can be profoundly touched andtransformed by those we visit. When listen to and observe thosewe visit, we may find that they are filled with patience and faith;fully reliant upon God. They may lead us to see the world from adifferent perspective and help us let go of our attachments tograndiose ideas, money, property or reputation; ways that we puffourselves up rather than face the emptiness that can only be filledby God.Reflecting on a home visit at a Conference meeting is a good wayto unpack and share those experiences so that together we cangrow in holiness as we are called by the Society.Reflect on these kinds of questions:• During the visit what did you find:• Interesting/exciting?Inspiring?• Difficult/challenging?• What touched your heart?• How did you feel about the neighbor during the visit?• Where did you find God? Where did you see the face of Christ?• In those visited? How/why?• In yourself? How/why?• In your home visit partner? How/why?• In what ways did the visit reveal the Vincentian Virtues of:• Simplicity• Humility• Gentleness• Selflessness• Zeal• What would you do differently if you could?• What insights will you take to the next home visit?Reference “The Spirituality of the Home Visit” Journal3 min
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Prayer
Leader:
We thank you, Lord, for the many gifts of this day. We ask that 
you continue to bless those we visit in their homes. Inspire 
them, we pray, to trust in you and come to you with their 
needs. We pray that your work may be continued by your 
Vincentian servants and completed by your grace, in the spirit 
of St. Vincent de Paul and Blessed Frederic Ozanam.
(L) When we encounter brokenness in those we serve, 
(All) Jesus, be our strength.
(L) When we proclaim the Gospel in word and deed, 
(All) Jesus, be our strength.
(L) And when the burden of our ministry overwhelms us, 
(All) Jesus, be our strength.
(All) In your name we pray, Amen.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
HANDOUTLet us pray together.1 min
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